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Description of the Gamow-Teller resonance within the phonon damping model
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The phonon damping model is extended to describe the damping of charge-exchange resonances. The
formalism is applied to calculate the strength distribution of the Gamow-Teller resonance in90Nb. The results
obtained are found to be in reasonable agreement with recent experimental data and with those of a previous
study with explicit microscopic coupling to 2p2h configurations using a realistic interaction.
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The Gamow-Teller resonance~GTR! is a charge-exchang
resonance as it is caused by exchanging neutrons with
tons in a nucleus. The total transition strength of the GTR
given by the model-independent sum rule~SR! Sb2

2Sb1

53(N2Z), which should be nearly exhausted by theb2

transition strength summed over all Gamow-Teller~GT!
states in the daughter nucleus (Z11,N21) formed after the
(p,n) reactions. The quenching of GTR had been a prob
addressed to the missing of GTR strength for many year
the GTR had been observed only with about 60% of
GTR SR for many nuclei all over the periodic table@1#. Two
physically different mechanisms have been brought forw
to resolve the problem of GTR quenching. The first mec
nism ~A! @2–6#, which considers only structureless nucleo
suggests that the coupling of the GTR state to more com
cated configurations such as 2p2h, using a microscopic in-
teraction such as those derived from aG matrix with a Reid
soft-core potential~the M3Y interaction! @4,6# or Bonn po-
tential ~the HM3A version! @5#, spreads the GTR strength t
the region of high excitation energiesE. This leads to a high-
lying tail of GTR, which extends up toE.50–60 MeV.
Until very recently, it was experimentally impossible to e
tract this continuous and structureless tail from the ba
ground. This explains why only about half of the GTR w
experimentally seen. The second mechanism~B! @7#, which
involves subnucleonic degrees of freedom, proposes tha
D(1232)-isobar–neutron-hole admixture in the wave fu
tion attracts a substantial part of the GTR strength to
region of D-hole states at around 300 MeV of excitatio
energy, causing a quenching of the GTR strength in the l
energy region. In 1997, Wakasaet al. @8# succeeded to ex
tract the high-lying tail of GTR, which extends up to 50 Me
in the excitation energy of the daughter nucleus90Nb formed
after the reaction90Zr(p,n)90Nb. This result confirms the
validity of mechanism~A! above, leaving little room for
mechanism~B!. The experimental data of@8# are supported
by the results of several theoretical studies, which treat
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coupling of one-particle–one-hole (1p1h) GT states with
2p2h configurations in a microscopic manner@4–6#.

Recently, the phonon damping model~PDM! has been
proposed to study the damping of the giant dipole resona
~GDR! in highly excited nuclei@9,10#. The PDM later was
applied to study multiple phonon resonances such as do
GDR @11# in stable nuclei as well as the pygmy dipole res
nance in neutron-rich nuclei@12#. The PDM treats the damp
ing of a giant resonance~GR! as the result of coupling of the
GR phonon to many noncollectiveph configurations~at zero
temperatureT), while atTÞ0 couplings topp andhh con-
figurations are also taken into account. This mechanism~at
T50) has been shown to be effectively equivalent to mec
nism ~A! mentioned above@6#. The aim of the present pape
is to test the validity of the PDM in a further development
this model, namely, its extension to the study of char
exchange resonances.

Within the PDM the propagation of the phonon excitatio
which generates the GR, is described by the Green’s func
Gq(E):

Gq~E!5
1

2p

1

E2vq2Pq~E!
. ~1!

The GR spreading widthGGR located at energyv5vGR is
defined via the imaginary part of the analytic continuation
the polarization operatorPq(E) into the complex energy
planeE5v6 i« as

GGR52gq~v!uv5vGR
52uImPq~v6 i«!uv5vGDR

. ~2!

The GR energyvGR is defined as the solutionv̄ of the fol-
lowing equation for the pole of the Green’s function in E
~1!:

v2vq2Pq~v!50, ~3!

wherePq(v) (v is real! is the real part ofPq(E). The ex-
plicit expression of the polarization operatorPq(E) depends
on the version of the PDM. Within the PDM-1, the polariz
tion operator is defined by Eq.~2.26! of @9# ~superfluid pair-
ing not included! or Eq. ~14! of @12# ~pairing included!. The
dampinggq(v) is given explicitly by Eqs.~2.28! of @9# or

d
:
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~15! of @12#, respectively. Within the PDM-2, the polariza
tion operatorPq(E) has a more complicated form given b
Eq. ~2.17! in @10# ~pairing not included!, while the GR width
is calculated using Eq.~2!. The PDM-1 includes the coupling
of the phonon operator only to the lowest-order graphs in
vertex expansion, which correspond toph ~at T50) as well
as pp andhh ~at TÞ0) configurations, while the effects o
higher-order graphs are effectively taken into account by
justing the parameterF15Fph

(q) of the ph-phonon coupling
~at zero temperature!. The PDM-2 explicitly takes into ac
count the coupling to ‘‘1p1h^ phonon’’ configurations in
the denominator of the polarization operatorPq(E), which is
most responsible for the GR spreading~at T50). Because of
this, the parameterF1 should be renormalized within th
PDM-2 to a much smaller value~about one order of magni
tude or more! so that both versions produce similar resu
~compare Tables I in@9,10#!. The PDM has been applied s
far to studyE1 resonances. The essential step in extend
this model to the study of charge-exchange resonances
consider the coupling of GR phonons to only proton- (p-!
particle–neutron- (n-! hole states, which correspond to ab2

transition. This is tantamount to the summation over o
(ss8)5(pp ,hn) @or ( j j 8)5(pp ,hn) in @12## in the equations
for Pq(E) and gq(E) mentioned above. The GR streng
functionSGR(v) is calculated using the analytic properties
the Green’s function~1! as @9#

SGR~v!5
1

p

gGR~v!

~v2v̄ !21gGR
2 ~v!

. ~4!

For GTR, the integrated strength, or the non-ener
weighted sum of strength~NEWSS!, S is normalized to the
GTR SR as

S[CGTE
0

Emax
SGR~v!dv53~N2Z!, ~5!

with the normalization factorCGT, neglecting a small con
tribution of theb1 process. This factor takes the contributio
of the GT-transition operator effectively into account.

We calculated theb2 strength distribution in 90Nb
formed after the90Zr(p,n)90Nb reaction. The single-particle
energies of 90Zr are obtained within the Hartree-Foc
method using the SGII interaction@13#. The d function in
Eq. ~2! is smoothed using the representationd(x)5@(x
2 i«)212(x1 i«)21#/(2p i ) with «50.3 MeV. We follow
the same procedure of selecting the PDM parameters
scribed in detail in@9,10,12#. According to it, the unper-
turbed phonon energyvq in Eqs. ~1! and ~3! and the
ph-phonon coupling vertexF1[Fpphn

(q) for all (pp ,hn) are

chosen so that the GTR width, calculated from Eq.~2!, and
the GTR energy, found as the solution of Eq.~3!, reproduce
their corresponding experimental values. As no experime
value for the spreading width of the total GTR strength d
tribution is available, the first criterion of the parameter s
lection is replaced with reproducing the overall GTR li
shape in the region of the GTR peak. A proton pairing g
Dp51.3 MeV is included in the PDM-1 following@12#.
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Within the PDM-2, in order to simulate the coupling of GT
to several intermediate collective phonons in the ‘‘1p1h%

phonon’’ and two-phonon configurations, we allow the e
ergy vq8 in Eqs.~2.17! and~2.18! of @10# to take six values
from 5 to 30 MeV in steps of 5 MeV. This procedure yield
the following values for the PDM parameters:v1
515.5 MeV andF150.9874 ~within the PDM-1! or F1
57.631022 MeV ~within the PDM-2! for all phonon mul-
tipolarities. An inclusion of more intermediate phonons lea
to a renormalization ofF1 to obtain a similar result within
the PDM-2. The strict restriction of an explicit inclusion o
coupling to only ‘‘1p1h^ phonon’’ configurations within
the PDM-2 does not allow adjusting the parameterF1 to take
into account effects beyond that. Therefore, calculatio
within the PDM-2 still have to use an additional smeari
parameterDg51 MeV to account for the contribution o
higher-order graphs as well as the escape width due to
coupling to the continuum, which are not explicitly include
in the PDM-2~see@10# and also@5#!.

Shown in Fig. 1 is the normalized strength functio
S(E)[CGTSGT(E) of GTR for 90Nb, calculated within the
PDM-1 ~thin solid line! and PDM-2~thick solid line!. They
are plotted as a function of excitation energyE, which is
measured from the ground state of90Zr. The normalization
factor CGT is 35.65, using which we get NEWSS53(N
2Z)530 atEmax570 MeV. The experimental strength dis
tribution from @8# ~data points! and the result of microscopic
calculations of@6# with coupling to 2p2h states via two-
phonon configurations~dotted curve!, whose structure is de
fined within the random-phase approximation, are a
shown for comparison. This figure shows that the theoret
predictions agree fairly well with the data within the regio
of the GTR peak up toE.22–25 MeV. In the region be-
yond the GTR (E.25 MeV), the tail obtained within the
PDM-1 is more enhanced than the one of microscopic ca
lations in @6# up to 35 MeV. At the same time the PDM-
produces less strength in the high-lying tail than the PDM
We also carried out a test calculation without pairing with
the PDM-1. This shifts up the GTR peak by around 1.5 Me

FIG. 1. Strength function of the GTR for90Nb. Excitation en-
ergiesE are measured with respect to the ground state of90Zr. The
thin and thick solid lines are the results obtained within the PDM
and PDM-2, respectively. The dotted line represents the result o
microscopic calculations of Ref.@6# using a smearing parameter o
2 MeV. The data points are the experimental results of Ref.@8#.
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The strength between 16 and 22 MeV increases slightly.
high-lying tail remains nearly unchanged, while the lo
lying part at E,12 MeV becomes depleted significantl
worsening the agreement with the data. IncreasingF1 by
around 20% restores the position of the GTR peak, but
depletion of the strength in the low-energy region remai
This shows the importance of pairing within the PDM
improving the agreement with the GTR distribution in t
low-energy region. The effect of pairing on the GTR pe
and its high-energy tail is not significant. This justifies t
calculations without pairing within the PDM-2, as the com
putation here is rather complicated and takes much m
CPU time. The results of the present work and@6# underpre-
dict the data in the region of the high-lying tail (E
.30 MeV). The experimental NEWSS, however, excee
the GTR SR because of the contribution from the isovec
spin monopole resonance and the uncertainty involved in
multipole decomposition analysis used in extracting the d
This is clearly seen in Fig. 2, where the NEWSS in Eq.~5!
are displayed as a function of excitation energyEmax. The
experimental NEWSS reaches the GTR SR atEmax

FIG. 2. NEWSS for GTR in90Nb as a function ofEmax. The
dashed line is the experimental result of Ref.@8#. The notation for
thin and thick solid lines is as in Fig. 1.
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.47 MeV, and continues to increase atEmax.47 MeV.
The theoretical predictions approach the GTR SR atE
570 MeV. The values of the NEWSS, obtained in the
gion up toE522 MeV, are 65.6% within the PDM-1, an
83% within the PDM-2 of GTR SR to be compared with th
value 62.5% found in the experimental result in Fig. 2. T
result within the PDM-1 agrees well with the experimenta
extracted fraction of the GTR SR known as the quench
GTR. The PDM-2, however, predicts much less quench
for the GTR. In our understanding, an explicit inclusion
coupling to ‘‘1p1h^ phonon’’ configurations, as is don
within the PDM-2, restricts the flexibility in the adjustmen
of the parameterF1, making it less effective compared to th
PDM-1. Therefore, for a better quantitative prediction with
the PDM-2, a realistic interaction is needed, which includ
both short-range central as well as long-range tensor com
nents.

In conclusion the PDM has been extended to the study
charge-exchange resonances. The results of numerical c
lations of the GTR strength distribution are found to be
fair agreement with our previous calculations within an e
plicit microscopic approach@6# as well as the recent exper
mental data@8#. This shows the validity of the PDM in a
qualitative description of GTR damping including its hig
lying tail above 22 MeV. A better description for the streng
distribution of GTR is obtained within the PDM-1 by using
more phenomenological parameterF1, which effectively
takes into account the contribution of coupling to comp
cated configurations. On the other hand, a smaller quenc
obtained within the PDM-2 in the region below 22 Me
indicates that for a quantitative description of the spread
of GTR via an explicit coupling to ‘‘1pp1hn

^ phonon’’ configurations, a microscopic residual interacti
such as those used in@4–6# must be employed.
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